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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
MALDIVES MONETARY AUTHORITY
Malé, Republic of Maldives

Dear Mr. President,
In accordance with Article 35 (2) of Maldives Monetary Authority Act (1981), I have the honour to
submit the Annual Report of the Maldives Monetary Authority for 2010, which includes a copy of the
Financial Statements for the year ended 31st December 2010, audited by the External Auditor, Ernst &
Young.

Yours sincerely,

Fazeel Najeeb
Governor

H.E. Mohamed Nasheed,
President of the Republic of Maldives,
Office of the President,
Malé.
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PREFACE
This report presents the financial statements of the MMA as required by the MMA Act (1981). In
addition, it presents an overview of the domestic economy during the year. All analyses are based on
information relating to the year 2010, received from relevant government authorities, financial sector
agencies, public enterprises and other private sector sources, as at end of February 2011. The views
expressed in this Report, however, are those of this Authority and do not necessarily represent those of
the source of data. We thank all those who have contributed to the publication of this report including
the provision of the information contained herein.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS
ACU
ADB
AFI
BML
CGAP
CD
CFTC
CPI
DRF
ERSD
FIRST
FOB
GDP
HBL
HRD
HDFC
HSBC
ITD
IMF
MFLC
MO
MMA
MCB
MPC
MPS
MPRD
MOFAMR
MOFT
MPBP
MOTCA
DNP
MRR
PLC
PNFE
RF
RPS
SBI
SME
STELCO
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Asian Clearing Union
Asian Development Bank
Alliance for Financial Inclusion
Bank of Maldives Plc
Consultative Group to Assist the Poor
Corporate Division
Commonwealth Fund for Technical Cooperation
Consumer Price Index
Domestic Research Fund
Economic Research and Statistics Division
The Financial Sector Reform and Strengthening
Free On Board
Gross Domestic Product
Habib Bank Limited
Human Resource Division
Housing Development Finance Corporation PLC.
Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Limited
Information Technology Division
International Monetary Fund
Maldives Finance Leasing Company Pvt. Ltd.
Reserve Money or Monetary Base
Maldives Monetary Authority
Mauritius Commercial Bank
Monetary Policy Committee
Monetary Policy Section
Monetary Policy and Research Division
Ministry of Fisheries, Agriculture and Marine Resources
Ministry of Finance and Treasury
Mobile Phone Banking Project
Ministry of Tourism and Civil Aviation
Department of National Planning
Minimum Reserve Requirement
Public Limited Company
Public Non-Financial Enterprises
Rufiyaa
Research and Publications Section
State Bank of India
Small and Medium Enterprises
State Electric Company Limited
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SAARC
SOEs
STO
TBills
TBonds
OMOs
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South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation
State Owned Enterprises
State Trading Organisation Plc
Treasury Bills
Treasury Bonds
Open Market Operations
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OVERVIEW OF THE ECONOMY IN 2010
The Maldivian economy bounced back strongly
during 2010, underpinned by the robust
recovery of the tourism sector. After having
contracted by 2.3 percent in 2009 as a result of
the economy being acutely affected by the
global downturn, real GDP is estimated to have
grown by 4.8 percent during 2010.
The tourism sector, the key pillar of the
Maldivian economy constituting 28.7 per cent
of GDP and 93 percent of services receipts of
the balance of payments recorded a substantial
growth of 14.4 percent in 2010 following a
decline of 5.2 percent in 2009 due to the sharp
decline in tourist arrivals owing to the global
recession.
The year 2010 marked another new record
level in tourist arrivals, recording 791.9
thousand by the end of the year. This
represented a growth of 21 percent from 2009,
reflecting the revival in external demand.
Despite Europe being the major tourism
generating market to Maldives (which on
average accounted for 71 percent of total
tourist arrivals in the last five years), the
recovery of the sector during the year was led
by buoyant arrivals from China which registered
a growth of 96 percent while arrivals from
Europe increased by 9 percent.

products accounting for 95 per cent of domestic
exports. In addition, the sector also continues
to be an important source of livelihood and
employment for a vast number of people living
in the outer islands.
The fisheries sector remains to be affected by
low levels of fish catch since 2006 and fish catch
which totalled 87.7 thousand metric tonnes
declined by a further 24 percent during 2010.
Owing to the decline in fish catch, the volume
of fish exports (excluding live fish) which
totalled 33.4 thousand metric tonnes,
registered an annual decline of 16 percent in
2010 while the decline in fish export earnings
was somewhat moderate, at 5 percent,
reflecting the strengthened world tuna prices
and totalled US$68.3 million in 2010.
Construction sector was hard hit by the global
financial crisis and contracted by 29.2 percent in
2009 due to drying up of external financial
inflows to the large scale tourism resort
developments projects. Nonetheless, with the
revival of financial inflows to the tourism
projects and due to resuming of public sector
infrastructure projects, the construction sector
is estimated to have expanded by 2.6 percent in
2010.
Inflation

Although the fisheries sectors’ contribution to
GDP has become less significant at just 3.2
percent of GDP, the sector still remains
As an important industry to the Maldivian
economy as it is the second main generator of
foreign exchange earnings with fish and fish
9|P a g e

Consumer price inflation (as measured by
annual percentage change in the 12-month
moving average of Consumer price Index (CPI)
for Male’), which fell to a low of 3.8 percent in
March 2009, started picking up since April 2010
and accelerated to 6.2 percent at the end of
December 2010, mainly as a result of the hike in
global commodity prices since mid-2010. Other
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measures of inflation such as CPI excluding the
volatile fish prices stood at 6.1 percent, while
CPI excluding all food prices stood at 5.5
percent. During the year inflation was mostly
driven by higher food prices which rose by 7.5
percent compared to a 0.5 percent increase in
2009. Meanwhile, accommodation costs stood
as the second main contributor to inflation
reflecting the high demand for rental housing in
Male’.
Monetary Policy and
Monetary Aggregates

Developments

in

Maldives
Monetary
Authority
(MMA)
maintained the tight monetary policy stance
adopted in August 2009, in order to absorb
excess liquidity in the banking system and
thereby stem reserve losses to support the
exchange rate peg with the U.S dollar. As a
result reserve money recorded an annual
decline of 1 percent in 2010 after a 14 percent
growth in preceding year. Meanwhile, broad
money growth accelerated led by the increase
in net foreign assets of both MMA and
commercial banks. Credit to private sector
continued to remain stagnant, although, net
credit to government increased thus increasing
the total domestic credit.

revenue (excluding grants) increased by 15
percent, which however was 11 percent lower
than what was initially projected for the year, as
the new revenue measures envisaged in the
2010 budget – such as the goods and services
tax on the tourism sector and the business
profit tax – did not materialize during the year.
The increase in revenue was led by higher nontax revenue driven by transfers from state
owned enterprises and resort lease rent. Tax
revenue grew in 2010 with the recovery of
domestic economic activity while the major
sources of tax revenue for the year were import
duty and tourism bed tax. Total expenditure
(excluding net lending) which was initially
projected at 59 percent of GDP declined by 11
percent in 2010 to 53 percent of GDP sustained
by the continuation of public sector wage cuts
implemented in October 2009 and also
reflected the slow progress in public
employment restructuring. In 2010, 94 percent
of the deficit is estimated to have been financed
domestically, mainly through the sale of
Treasury Bills (T-Bills) and Treasury Bonds (TBonds) while the rest was financed through
external borrowing.
Balance of payments and gross international
reserves

Fiscal Developments
The revised government budget estimates of
November 2010 showed that despite a lower
than budgeted revenue outturn, the overall
budget deficit for 2010 is estimated to be better
than the initial projections.

The revised balance of payments estimates of
November 2010 showed that the current deficit
is estimated to have increased to US$462.7
million (31 percent of GDP) in 2010 due to the
worsening of trade deficit which will more than
offset the increase in services surplus.

This was mainly due to a decline in expenditure
reflecting delayed implementation of some of
the fiscal adjustment measures proposed under
the budget. Hence, the fiscal deficit is estimated
to have declined to 16 percent of GDP in 2010
from 31 percent of GDP in 2009. In 2010, total

With the increase in imports reflecting the
recovery of domestic demand and import
prices, coupled with the decline in domestic
exports, the trade deficit is estimated to widen
by US$115.8 million in 2010. In the meantime,
with the recovery of tourism receipts the
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services surplus is estimated to increase by
US$88.9 million in 2010. Reflecting the
improved global financial conditions, net
financial inflows are estimated to register an
improvement of 6 percent in 2010 as a result of
the increase in foreign direct investment
inflows. Gross international reserves continued
to be on a declining trend, despite temporary
boosts provided by external financing inflows.
Gross reserves which had remained on a steady
downward trend since May 2010 increased to
US$349.9 million (3.8 months of imports) at the
end of December 2010 from US$265.2 million in
October 2010, reflecting the airport
privatization proceeds received in November
2010.

External Debt
Data on the external private debt stock of the
country are limited only to government and
government guaranteed borrowings and
external debt of the commercial banks. External
debt stock of the country increased to US$943.3
million (45 percent of GDP) at the end of 2010
while public and publicly guaranteed (medium
and long term) debt outstanding and disbursed
rose to US$607.3 million (29 percent of GDP).
The commercial banks’ borrowings declined by
16 percent, to record US$336.0 million at the
end of 2010.
Public sector external debt consists of loans
from both official and private creditors. As in
the past the bulk (84 per cent) of the public
external debt comprised of loans from official
creditors (both bilateral and multilateral
sources), mostly on concessional terms.
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE MALDIVES
MONETARY AUTHORITY
The Maldives Monetary Authority (MMA) was
set up on 1st July 1981 under the MMA Act of
1981. The statutory purposes of the MMA
under the Act are: to issue currency and
regulate the availability and international
value of the Maldivian rufiyaa; to provide
advisory services to the government on
banking and monetary matters; to supervise
and regulate banking so as to promote a
sound financial structure; and to promote in
the country and outside the country the
stability of Maldivian currency, and foster
financial conditions conducive to the orderly
and balanced economic development of the
Maldives.
A second amendment to MMA Act (1981) has
been passed by the Majlis and ratified by the
President on 5th April 2007. The new
amendment of the Act provides for the
autonomy of the MMA by separating the
positions of the Finance Minister and the
Governor of MMA

Board of Directors

1. Governor
Mr. Fazeel Najeeb
(Appointed on 25th October 2008)
2. Deputy Governor
Ms. Aishath Zahira
(Appointed on 1st July 2008)
3. Senior Advisor to the Governor
Mr. Abdul Ghafoor Abdul Latheef
(Appointed on 6th July 2008)
4. Ministry of Finance and Treasury
Mr. Ismail Shafeeq
(Appointed on 6th July 2008)
5. Private Sector
Mr. Ibrahim Shafeeq
(Appointed on 6th July 2008)
6. Private Sector
Mr. Ahmed Nazeer
(Appointed on 6th July 2008)

The highest policymaking body of the MMA is
MMA Board of Directors who is responsible
for the policies and affairs of the MMA. With
the new amendments brought to the MMA
Act on 5th April 2007, a new Board of Directors
was appointed on following dates.
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The Organization in 2010
Organisational Structure and Functions
The Banking and Payments Settlements
Division (BPSD) consists of the Foreign
Exchange Section, Banking Section, Currency
Section, Public Debt Section and Treasury
Management Sections. The Foreign Exchange
Section deal with all matters relating to
foreign currency transactions by the MMA
and the management of the country’s foreign
reserves.
The Banking Section, in addition to
maintaining the accounts of Government
offices and commercial banks, acts as a
clearinghouse for the commercial banks
operating in the Maldives.
The Currency Section is responsible for
printing and minting of currency notes and
coins,
issuing
commemorative
coins,
maintaining the records of currency in
circulation and in stock and releasing new
notes and coins into circulation.
The Public Debt Section is responsible for
securitising, monitoring and managing
domestic government debt.
The Financial Sector Division (FSD) consists of
the Credit and Bank Supervision Section, NonBank Financial Institution Supervision Section,
Credit
Information
Bureau,
Financial
Intelligence Unit and Financial Education
Section.
The duties of the Credit and Bank Supervision
Section include issuing licenses for banks to
operate in the Maldives, monitoring activities
of banks to ensure their compliance to the
rules and regulations of the MMA, and
assessing
the
financial
health
and
performance of banks.
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The
Non-Bank
Financial
Institutions
Supervision Section is responsible for
licensing, regulating and supervising insurance
companies, leasing companies and other nonbank financial institutions to ensure their
smooth functioning.
Financial Intelligence Unit is established to
oversee the Anti-Money Laundering and to
Combat Financing of Terrorism (AML/CFT)
activities in the Maldives under a directive
from the President’s Office in 2002. The FIU
acts as the leading agency to coordinate the
country's effort in the fight against money
laundering and financing of terrorism.
Credit Information Bureau was established
under the Banking Act and governed by a
credit information bureau regulation is the
nation’s first credit information bureau which
collects, compiles and collates customer
information scattered among the institutes
where they hold credit to. The main objective
of the bureau is to aid the member institutes
in making more informed credit decisions. The
bureau repository shall serve the purpose as a
one stop centre for information and as a
decision support system for the financial
institutes performing in the Maldivian market.
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The Monetary Policy and Research Division
(MPRD) consist of the Monetary Policy
Section (MPS), the Statistics Section (SS) and
the Research and Publications Section (RPS).
The MPS formulates proposals regarding
monetary policy conduct and instruments;
and provides analysis and comments on topics
that impact monetary conditions in the
Maldivian economy and monetary policy. In
addition to this, the MPS provides the
secretariat function of the Monetary Policy.
Committee (MPC) and contributes to bank
publications section.

The RPS provides analysis on domestic and
international economic developments, carries
out business surveys, coordinates the bank’s
publications, and carries out research on
wider topics, requested or approved by the
management and manages on behalf of
MMA, the Domestic Research Fund. The
section also has the responsibility to liaise
with the IMF and carry out activities related
to SAARCFINANCE and also works to broaden
the understanding of economic knowledge of
the general public, especially secondary and
tertiary school students.
The Statistics Section compiles monetary and
financial statistics; and balance of payments
statistics according to international standards;
disseminates statistics, provide annual
balance of payments projections; provides
database management and advises the
governmental entities on the need for new or
improved coverage of statistical data.

Corporate Division (CD) is mainly responsible
for the general administration of the
Authority. The division provides managerial
support for the continuity of its daily
operations without any disruptions. CD
consists of six sections: Legal Section,
Administrative Section, Building and Property
Management Section, Public Relations, Media
and Publications Section, Accounts and
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Finance Section and Corporate Governance
Section.
Legal Section manages all legal issues arising
from external and internal matters and
provides legal guidance on contracts and
project negotiations.
Administrative Section provides managerial
support for events and activities, which takes
place within MMA.
The maintenance of MMA’s assets and
premises and provision of security services is
undertaken by the Building and Property
Management Section.
Accounts and Finance Section handles
accounts of payments of expenses, planning
of budget and deals with other financial
matters. Apart from these, this section is
responsible for procuring of goods in close coordination with the relevant sections.
All media related activities, management of
the publications of MMA together with public
relation activities such as providing protocol
service for visiting foreign delegation is
undertaken by the Public Relations, Media
and Publications Section.
The Corporate Governance Section deals with
setting standards of corporate governance
code that are to be implemented and to
provide information, monitor and review such
records as and when required.
The Information Technology Division (ITD) is
responsible for the IT needs of the Authority.
The Division consists of the IT Development
Section, which plans the direction and
development of IT applications in MMA, and
the IT Services Section, which provides IT
support services and deals with the delivery of
IT services in the organisation.
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Human Resources Division (HRD) deals with
staff matters of the organisation. The Division
formulates and implements human resource
management and development policies,
conducts tasks related to employment, which
includes
attracting
talents
for
the
organization, managing and retaining talents
through a performance appraisal system and
a competitive remuneration package as well
as developing talents through need-based
training and development programmes.
The work of the Division is undertaken by
three sections: Human Resource Management
Section; Training and Development Section;
and Staff Welfare and Benefits Section.
The Human Resource Management Section
deals with matters related to staff
recruitment, selection, leave, attendance,
grievances, performance management, record
keeping and other related matters in
managing staff.
Training and Development Section is
responsible for training staff to update
existing knowledge and skills and gain new
competencies in the required fields. For this,
the section arranges short term and long term
training,
seminars,
conferences
and
workshops.
In addition, induction training, staff in-house
trainings and section specific specialized
trainings will be organised and conducted if
requested.
Staff Welfare and Benefits Section deals with
development and management of staff
pension scheme, health scheme welfare
scheme and staff payroll.
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
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SENIOR OFFICIALS
As at 31st December 2010
Mr. Fazeel Najeeb
Governor
Ms. Aishath Zahira
Deputy Governor
Mr. Abdul Ghafoor Abdul Latheef
Senior Advisor to the Governor
Ms. Neeza Imad
Executive Director – Human Resource Division
Mr. Abdul Hameed Mohamed
Executive Director – Monetary Policy and Research Division
Ms. Mariyam Hussain Didi
Executive Director – Corporate Division
Ms. Mariyam Najeela
Senior Manager- Financial Sector Division
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ADMINISTRATION AND OPERATIONS
Board Meetings
During the year 2010, the MMA’s Board of
Directors held 14 meetings during which 20
resolutions were passed.

Key Operational Developments
MMA Training Institute (MMA- TI)
The MMA-TI is a full fledged training institute,
established on 24th of February 2010 and serves
as the training institute of MMA. The Vision and
Mission is as follows.
Vision
To become the key enabler for learning and
knowledge management while enhancing the
Authority’s performance and attaining the
image of a responsible central bank.

Courses held in the year 2010
x Introduction to Islamic Finance and
IFSB standards and Supervisory
Review Process
x Maldives Financial Sector Review
Dissemination 1st June 2010.
x Cash Handling - 5-7th July 2010.
x Islamic Banking- 30th March 2010.
x Monetary Policy Effects and
Challenges-9th May 2010.
x Financial Sector Crisis-10th May
2010.
x Global Credit Bureaus-20th May
2010.
x Leadership Training -6th – 19th Dec
2010.
Maldives Monetary
Institute's Library

Authority

Training

Mission
To drive learning and knowledge management
culture within the Authority, and contribute
development of the financial sector.
Objectives
The primary objective of MMA-TI is to enhance
the capacities and capabilities of the staff of the
Authority, extend the training opportunities to
financial sector, potential prospectors, educate
and provide sector specific information to
public, media and policy makers.
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The Institute’s newly established library is
housed on the 7th floor of Maldives Monetary
Authority premises. The library is equipped with
a large collection of resources comprising of
books, magazines, newspapers, e-books, audio
books, online videos, audio tapes, video tapes,
CD’s and photo albums. A computerized
cataloging system has been set up to provide
access to the entire library’s collection via
online for use, by staff of Maldives Monetary
Authority and Financial Sector for their day-today operations and other knowledge
requirements.
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The resources mainly consist of statistical
reports of different organizations, economics
text books, and magazines. Discussions are
underway to affiliate the Institute’s library with
the Maldives National Library in order to
broaden the institute’s data base.
It can be noted that the Training Institute's
Library is home to a number of very rare and
old books that are handled with utmost care
and emphasis has been placed to enhance
library’s facilities.
Developments of the Financial Intelligence Unit
(FIU)

1- IMF Assessment of Maldives on
AML/CFT
As part of the Asia-Pacific Group on Money
Laundering (APG), Maldives is undergoing
Mutual Evaluation on Financial Action Taskforce
(FATF) 40 Recommendations on Money
Laundering and 9 special Recommendation on
Combating the Financing of Terrorism in 2010.
This Assessment is conducted by the
assessment team appointed by the IMF. The
works undertaken in 2010 for the assessment
are as below:
x

Completing
the
Detailed
Assessment
Questionnaire (DAQ) provided by the IMF
Assessment Team.

x

On December 24, 2010, the Maldivian
authorities provided comments to the DAR 1
and are expecting the second Detailed
Assessment Report 2 (DAR 2) in January 2011.

x

On December 28, 2010, the Maldivian
authorities provided the IMF Assessment Team
21 | P a g e

the laws and regulations published in the
Government Gazette after the on-site visit of
the Assessment Team.

2- Laws and Regulations
The draft bill on Anti-Money Laundering and
Combating Financing of Terrorism was sent to
the Attorney General’s Office in June 2010 to
table it in the Parliament. Further, the
regulation on Financial Transaction Reporting
Regulation was finalised by MMA and
preparations were undertaken to send it to the
MMA Board approval.

3- AML/CFT Steering Committee Activities
The AML/CFT Steering Committee met 4 times
in 2010 to discuss various issues on AML/CFT as
well as the IMF Assessment of Maldives were
discussed in these meetings.

4- On-Site Inspection
FIU accompanied with the on-site inspection
team of CBSS and inspected a bank on AML/CFT
compliance to the AML/CFT Circular No. CNCBS/2006/05 (dated 22 February 2006).

5- AML/CFT Guidelines to the Financial
Institutions
Since there are various AML/CFT obligations
imposed by Section 38 of Maldives Banking Act
2010 and the Financial Transaction Reporting
Regulation that is planned to be issued in 2011,
the FIU drafted a guidance document on
AML/CFT compliance to be issued to the
financial sector. It is expected that this
document will be issued to the financial sector
in the first few months of 2011.
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6- FIU Database
FIU worked on establishing a database to store
information the FIU receives from various
financial institutions as well as other relevant
information it receives from various sources.

7- 2011 Financial Sector Training on
AML/CFT
Because of the various AML/CFT obligations
imposed by Section 38 of the Maldives banking
Act 2010 and the Financial Transaction
Reporting Regulation that is planned to be
issued in 2011, it is scheduled to train the
reporting entities (banks and other financial
institutions) on AML/CFT compliance. Major
works undertaken in this regard include
preparing
training
materials,
training
methodologies and logistical arrangements.

Developments of the Banking Sector
The Prudential regulation on Foreign Currency
Exposure Limits came into effect on 12th
January 2010.
A full scope on-site examination of Bank of
Ceylon was conducted during July-September
2010.
A banking license was issued on 2nd August 2010
to Maldives Islamic Bank Pvt Ltd to conduct
Islamic banking business in the Maldives. Under
this license the bank shall commence operation
within 180 calendar days from the date of the
license. Maldives Islamic Bank Pvt Ltd is a locally
incorporated company, owned by Islamic
Corporation for the Development of the Private
Sector (ICD) and Government of Maldives.
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The Mauritius Commercial Bank Limited Male’
branch which operated in the Maldives since
2008 was converted to a subsidiary bank of
Mauritius Commercial Bank Ltd and was locally
incorporated on 8th September 2010. The
banking license issued to Mauritius Commercial
Bank Ltd was transferred to The Mauritius
Commercial Bank Maldives Pvt. Ltd. on 29th
September 2010.
The MMA’s Board established a Shariah Council
to oversee Shariah aspects of Islamic banking
and finance in the Maldives on 17th October
2010.
The Maldives Banking Act came into effect on
12th December 2010.

Developments of the Mobile Phone Banking
Project Unit (MPBPU)
The Mobile Phone Banking Project, also known
as Maldives Interoperable Payments System
(MIPS) provides an opportunity for Maldives to
lead the world in wide-spread access to
sophisticated integrated payments tools. The
system is unique in the level of interoperability
it provides: all licensed banks in the Maldives,
and both mobile network operators, are
participants in the project to ensure that the
benefits of the system are enjoyed as widely as
possible, and as cheaply as possible through
dynamic competition.
The implementation work of Mobile Phone
Banking Project continued in 2010. Significant
progress was made on the four key components
being implemented under this project: the Real
Time Gross Settlement system (RTGS),
Automated Clearing House (ACH), Electronic
ANNUAL REPORT 2010

Fund Transfer Switch (EFT Switch) and the
Mobile Payment System (MPS).
A key objective of the project is to make
banking accessible to all citizens of Maldives;
despite the difficult geography Of the 192
inhabited islands only 18 islands have the
presence of a bank branch. For people who do
not live within the vicinity of Male’ it is very
difficult and expensive to receive banking
services.
The project is also aimed at modernizing and
automating MMA operations by establishing
interbank settlement and a fully interoperable
payment system to increase efficiency in
payments and settlement systems in Maldives.
The funding for the project is via a $7.7 Million
loan from the World Bank and a grant from
Consultative Group to Assist the Poor (CGAP).
The project’s Initial Report (IR) which sets out
the framework for successful implementation of
MIPS and identifies the work that needs to be
done by Montran’s project team was signed off
during April 2010. Delivery of system hardware
and software were completed during June
2010. Installation of application software,
RTGS, ACH, EFT Switch and MPS took place end
of June 2010. Installation of hardware took
place during the last six months of 2010. User
Acceptance Testing for RTGS, ACH was
commenced during 2010
Disaster recovery site has been established as
Iskandaru Koshi (Police Building) and
connection to disaster recovery site has been
established. In addition, connection to the
banks, MNOs and MoFT is in place.
Technical project manager and a legal
consultant were hired for the project during the
year.
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System trainings sessions and seminars were
held for all the operational staffs and system
administrative staffs from MMA and banks
during the year. Further, RTGS and ACH
operational staffs took part in study tours to
neighbouring countries (Sri Lanka and Malaysia)
for learning other similar systems and their
operational procedures.
The brand name “KEESAA” was finalised and
“KEESAA” logo was designed for MPS during the
year 2010. In addition, procurement process for
“KEESAA” marketing activities was started. The
pricing structure for “KEESAA” was proposed to
the Banks and Mobile Network Operators
(MNOs) as well.
Building the agent network for providing
“KEESAA” service was started during the year. A
great response was received when the request
for the interested parties to apply for KEESAA
agents were published in the media.
Furthermore, awareness and information
regarding KEESAA and KEESAA agents were
provided to the public via the local television
and radio channels.
Payment System Regulations (RTGS & ACH) and
Financial
Transaction
Regulation
were
completed and ready for submission to the
Board of Directors during the year. The drafting
work of Consumer Protection Regulation was
completed based on industry and Ministry of
Economic Development’s comments.
RTGS system rules were circulated to the banks
for comments and ACH system rules were
drafted during the year.
Policy Steering Committee and Advisory
Committee meetings were held on a quarterly
basis and issues were discussed and guidance
was provided.
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Supervision missions from the World Bank
and the CGAP visited MMA in April and
October in the year 2010. During these
missions the World Bank and CGAP
assessed the work of the project and
advised the Project team and MMA
management on implementation aspects of
the project.

Improvements to Statistics
In order to improve the coverage of balance of
payments statistics work on the following
surveys were undertaken:
Survey on Expenditure of Maldivians Travelling
Abroad
Survey on Expenditure of Maldivians Travelling
Abroad was carried out during 1-7 October
2010. The main purpose of the survey is to
obtain information on expenditure of
Maldivians while abroad on different purposes.

Workers’ Remittance Survey
A survey on Workers’ Remittance was carried
out on 24th December, 2010. The main purpose
of the survey is to obtain the amount of money
remitted by the expatriates working in Maldives
to their home country.
Maldives Visitor Survey 2010
A tourist profile and opinion survey which is to
be jointly conducted by MMA and Ministry of
Tourism was planned during December 2010.
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A. Monetary Policy Committee (MPC)
Meetings
In 2010, 7 meetings were held by the MPC to
discuss various issues related to monetary
policy conduct and were held on the following
dates.
1. 03 February 2010
2. 09 February 2010
3. 04 March 2010
4. 10 March 2010
5. 29 April 2010
6. 29 July 2010
7. 29 December 2010
th
- The 7 meeting was continued on 30th
December 2010

Changes in the Monetary Policy Framework
Introduction of Overnight Deposit Facility
MMA introduced the Overnight Deposit Facility
to the commercial banks on 23rd March 2010,
whereby banks can place their excess funds at
MMA overnight. This facility carries the lowest
rate in the system and is below the deposit
rates offered in the banking system. The
Deposit rate on 23rd March 2010 was at 1.5
percent per annum.
Open Market Operations (OMO)

Since 27th August 2009, MMA continued to
conduct OMOs with the aim of injecting or
mopping-up excess liquidity in the banking
sector to support the monetary policy
objectives. In 2010, MMA conducted weekly
Reverse Repos with the commercial banks
to mop-up the excess liquidity generated
from years of monetization of fiscal deficit.
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- The OMO auction and settlement days
were changed on 15th March 2010 to
Monday and Thursday respectively,
whereas previously auction took place on
Thursday and settlement on Sunday.

Commencement of Treasury Bill Auction

An auction system for Treasury Bills (T-Bills)
was introduced on December 28, 2009 to
develop the government securities market.
Since then, a market rate has been
established and it has paved way to raise
funds in a more competitive environment
to meet the operational needs of the
government at the lowest possible cost.
Introduction of Six Month Treasury Bills

To widen the range of securities offered to
the investors, a 6 month (182 day) T-Bills
was introduced on July 5, 2010. This has
enabled the government to raise funds for a
longer period and opened a longer term
investment opportunity to the investors.

Replacement of Repurchase Facility
Discontinuation of Rediscount Facility

and

The Repurchase Facility which was
introduced on 23rd November 2006 was
replaced by an ‘Overnight Lombard Facility’
on May 04, 2010 under the Monetary
Operations of MMA to provide short-term
rufiyaa liquidity to commercial banks which
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are unable to access funds in the inter-bank
market.
Under the Rediscount facility (which was
also introduced on 23rd November 2006),
MMA was obliged to purchase Government
Securities from the requesting commercial
bank which had a negative impact on the
monetary policy and the effect on the
current fiscal policy of the Government.
Therefore, the introduction of the
‘Overnight Lombard Facility’ eliminated the
need for the Rediscount Facility and so it
was discontinued as of that date.

Issuance of Second Tranche of Government Us
Dollar Bonds

The Government US dollar T-Bond of 100
million was introduced on 23rd November, 2009
to overcome the economic stagnation and US
Dollar shortages in Maldives. Out of the
assigned US Dollar 100 million T-Bond to the
State Bank of India, Male’ branch, the first
tranche of USD 50 million Bond was issued on
3rd December, 2009. The second and final
tranche of USD 50 million T-Bonds was issued
on 25th February, 2010. The T-Bonds have a 2
year maturity and bears a quarterly coupon
interest.
Regular coupon payment was made throughout
the year for both tranches.
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Government Rufiyaa Bonds Held By Maldives
Monetary Authority

2-Data collection and analysis

To improve the management of government
cash flow and to strengthen the MMA balance
sheet, the accumulated debt of government at
the MMA amounting to Rf. 4,089 million was
converted to Government Rufiyaa Bonds in two
tranches. The first tranche of Rf. 1,587 Bonds
were issued on August 17, 2009 and the second
tranche of Rf. 2,502 Bonds were issued on
September 30, 2009. They are semi annual
coupon bearing Bonds of 1 to 15 years maturity.

4-Training the financial institutions to collect
data to stipulated formats

3-Formulation of the required input file formats

5-Building up a competent bureau team
6-Development of the system
7-Formulation of the required legal framework
8-Signing a Membership agreement
9-Finetuning the system with the data from the
financial institutions

The 1 year Bond of Rf. 283 million was matured
on September 30, 2010 and has been fully paid
by the government.

10-Inaugration of the system

Accordingly, regular coupon payment has been
made by the Government through out the year
for both tranches.

Having had completed all the phases for the
project, the credit information bureau will be
launched on February 2011.

Credit Information Bureau Project

Developments
of
Institutions (NBFIs)

As part of MMA’s on-going effort to modernise
the financial sector, in the year 2007 MMA
started work to establish a Credit Information
Bureau in association with International Finance
Corporation (IFC).

In order to encourage a healthy and
sustainable growth and to support a sense
of security and to maintain confidence in
the insurance industry, minimum capital
requirement for all insurance companies
were increased to Rf10 million and a
security deposit of Rf2 million was
introduced to all insurance companies for
each type of insurance business the
company engages in, through the
introduction of “Guideline on Prudential
Requirements for Insurance Undertakings
2010”.

In the year 2009, a financial aid (a loan) was
awarded to Maldives Monetary Authority for
the establishment of a credit information
bureau. In the same year a consultancy contract
was awarded to Dun and Bradstreet, to provide
the consultancy services required for the
implementation of a credit information Bureau.
The work was divided in to the following stages

Non-Bank

Financial

1- Identification of the market
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License application fee and an annual
fee were introduced for all insurance
businesses on 4th March 2010 through
the “Guideline on Application Fees for
Insurance Businesses 2010” and
“Guideline on Annual Fees for Insurance
Businesses 2010”.
A criterion was set to evaluate the
licensing and registration procedure of
insurance Agents through, “Guidelines
for the Administration of Insurance
Agents – 2010”. A total of six insurance
Agents were licensed under the
Guideline during the year.
A financial sector review, conducted by
the World Bank was completed and
disseminated to key stakeholders during
2010. This review conducted under the
Maldives Financial Sector Development
Project will serve as the analytical and
diagnostic
information
for
the
subsequent preparation of a financial
sector strategy including the Financial
Sector Master Plan.
Based on the feedback and inputs
received, the WB consultants will soon
start the second phase of the project
which includes formulating a financial
sector master plan. The initial Draft
report on this phase of the project was
received during the year 2010.
Licenses granted

x

4th March 2010 to write general
insurance in the Maldives. Both the
companies were conducting insurance
business in the Maldives through a local
agent until then.
x Permanent license to Allied Insurance
Company of the Maldives Private Limited
was issued on 29th April 2010 to write
general insurance business in the Country.
Prior to this, Allied Insurance Company of
the Maldives Private Limited was
operating under a transitional license
issued
under
Insurance
Industry
Regulation 2004. Alongside, a temporary
license issued to Allied Insurance
Company of the Maldives Private Limited
to write life insurance business was
extended to three years on 16th August
2010.

Human Resource Management and
Development
Human Resource Division (HRD) continued to
comply with the human resource management
policies and is responsible for managing and
retaining staff as well as developing them
through training.
Recruitment
At the end of 2010, the number of staff at MMA
totalled 141, comprising 119 active staff and 22
staff on study leave. During the year, 21 staff
was recruited and 11 staff left the organisation.

Permanent licenses were issued to
Amana Takaful Maldives Pvt Ltd and
Ceylinco Insurance Company Pvt Ltd on
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Training & Development
44 staff attended 74 training programs during
the year. Long term scholarships were awarded
to four staff to pursue postgraduate studies in
overseas universities. Two staff was sponsored
under the Employee Assistance Program (EAP)
to pursue Diploma level studies from local
institutions.

x

Remunerations and Benefits
MMA provides a competitive remuneration
package compared to the other institutions in
the financial sector in order to attract and
retain the best human capital. Medical
insurance and pension scheme was also
continued throughout the year. A formal
performance appraisal system was reimplemented after 2007 and an annual
appraisal of all staff was conducted during the
year.

x

Membership
Alliance for Financial Inclusion
MMA became a member of Alliance for
Financial Inclusion (AFI) on January 2010.

AFI is the first global knowledge-sharing
network designed exclusively for financial
inclusion policymakers from developing
countries.
The goal of AFI is to support developing
country knowledge exchange on financial
inclusion policy that will enable an extra 50
million people living under the poverty line
to have access to basic financial services by
2012. By becoming a member of the AFI, it
will enable MMA to:
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x

x

Access to AFI Policy Champions, other
members of the policy makers’ network and
AFI strategic partners, including research
institutions, technical assistance providers,
industry leaders and donors.
Access to research and other information
on successful financial inclusion policy
solutions
Eligibility to apply for short-and long-term
grants to test and develop policy solutions.
Opportunity to participate in the AFI Annual
Global Policy Forum, global and regional
policy seminars, and working group,
trainings and exchange activities.
Asian Clearing Union
Maldives Monetary Authority became a
member of the Asian Clearing Union (ACU)
during its 38th meeting of the board of
directors held in Colombo, Sri Lanka from
16 to 17 June 2009. Following the
membership, MMA commenced operations
in the ACU mechanism effective 1st January
2010. The first transaction of the ACU was
carried out on 05th of May 2010. A total of
30 transactions were carried out through
the mechanism during the year, out of
which 29 transactions were made on
request from commercial banks for funding
their ACU Dollar accounts with commercial
banks in India and Sri Lanka.
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Technical Assistance
The IMF advisor on Bank Supervision, Mr.
Richard Walter Nun had two visits during 2010.
The first visit was in January 2010 and the
second visit in March /April 2010.

Missions
IMF SBA and ESF Review Missions
First review mission
An IMF staff mission visited the Maldives
from Feb 10-23, 2010 to review the
performance of the Programme under the
SBA and ESF. The mission held discussions
with the President, the Minister of Finance
and Treasury, the Governor of MMA, senior
officials, members of Parliament from the
two main political parties, representatives
of the commercial banks, private sector and
donor community.
The Executive Board of the IMF completed
the first review of Maldives’ economic
performance under SBA and ESF on March
26, 2010. Upon the completion of this
review a disbursement of an amount
equivalent to SDR 5.125 million (about
US$7.76
million),
bringing
total
disbursements under the arrangements to
SDR 10.25 million (about US$15.5 million).
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Second review mission
The IMF mission for the second review of
the Programme visited Male’ from 4-18
May, 2010 and held discussions with the
President, the Minister of Finance and
Treasury, the Governor of MMA, senior
officials, members of the Public Finance
Committee
of
the
Parliament,
representatives of the commercial banks,
private sector and donor community.
However, this review was not completed
due to significant fiscal slippages that made
it highly likely that fiscal Performance
Criteria (PC) targets agreed for September
and December 2010 will not be met.

IMF 2010 Article IV Consultation Mission
The annual consultation mission from the IMF
visited the Maldives from Oct 25-Nov 8, 2010.
The mission held discussions with the President,
the Minister of Finance and Treasury, the
Governor of MMA, senior officials, members of
the Public Finance Committee of the
Parliament, representatives of the commercial
banks, private sector and donor community
regarding macroeconomic developments and
policies for 2010-2011 and the outlook for the
medium term. The mission also continued
discussions with respect to the implementation
of policies agreed under the IMF Stand-By
Arrangement (SBA) and the arrangement under
Exogenous Shocks Facility (ESF).
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Technical Assistance missions
An IMF technical assistance (TA) mission visited
Maldives, during December 1–14, 2010. The
main purpose of the mission was to provide
technical assistance to MMA in the area of crisis
preparedness
and
management,
bank
restructuring and monetary operations.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Audit Report

Balance Sheet

Income Statement

Notes to the Financial Statements
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Appendix 2
Commercial Banks Operating in Maldives
Minimum Reserve Requirement (MRR)

Bank
established

Date

State Bank of India

04
February
1974

Habib Bank Limited

11 April 1976

Bank of Ceylon

07 May 1981

Bank of Maldives plc
1982

11

Maintenance period

November

Reserve remuneration

Hong Kong and Shanghai
Banking Corporation Ltd

11 March 2002

Mauritius Commercial Bank
Maldives Private Limited

04 May 2008.

Monetary
Measures
and
Regulations in effect during 2010

Prudential

Interest Rates

Commercial banks are free to determine
the annual rates of interest chargeable on
loans and advances and the annual interest
payable on deposits denominated in US
dollars. Interest rates on loans and
advances in Rufiyaa are not to exceed 20
percent per annum.
Banks are free to determine interest
rates on Rufiyaa deposits.
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With effect from 14th March 2010, the MRR
maintenance period was revised to start on
every Thursday and end on the following
Wednesday. Prior to this revision the MRR
maintenance period was from every Sunday to
the following Saturday.

With effect from 13th May 2010, remuneration
of MRR was revised to include the entire MRR
balance at the rates as follows: - The entire local
currency MRR balance is remunerated at 1
percent per annum and the entire US dollar
MRR balance is remunerated at 0.05 percent
per annum.
Prior to this revision the remuneration of MRR
was: - Balances of the MRR local currency
deposits in excess of 15 percent was paid an
interest rate of 2.5 percent per annum and
balances of the MRR foreign currency deposits
in excess of 15 percent were remunerated at
the average interest paid for a week by the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York to MMA’s
investments in the Federal Reserve on a one
week delay basis.
Penalty for shortfalls
With effect from 13th March 2010 for failure to
meet the minimum reserve requirement within
the set period, a penalty of 18 percent per
annum is charged on the shortfall amount.
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Additionally the MRR balance in the following
period must be increased by the shortfall
amount of the previous period. Prior to this
change an interest charge of 2 percent in
addition to the highest prevailing commercial
interest rate was charged on the shortfall
amount.

Prudential Requirements

Banks are required to include in their loan
agreements, the provision that re-payments
are to be made in the currency in which a
loan is disbursed.

(4)
Maintain
customer
information
systematically for future reference should
the need arise
(5) Appoint a “Compliance Officer”, who
shall be responsible for monitoring and
ensuring compliance with the policies and
procedures in respect of MMA guideline,
and
(6) Report to this Authority, all suspicious
transactions that indicate possible money
laundering or attempts to conceal the true
identity of customers or ownership of
assets.
Prudential Regulations

Banks are required to obtain MMA’s
approval before payment of any dividends
and repatriation of profit to head offices
abroad.
Banks and institutions involved in money
transfer activities were required to
(1) Formulate and adopt written policies
and procedures against money laundering
and combating the financing of terrorism
(2) Provide adequate training to the staff
for effective prevention, detection and
control of possible money laundering
activities and combating the financing of
terrorism
(3) Install proper recordkeeping systems for
accurate identification of all customers
wishing to open accounts or make
transactions whether directly or through
proxy and the sources of their funds, and
identifying
unusual
and
suspicious
transactions,
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Capital Adequacy - Banks operating in the
Maldives are required to maintain an
unimpaired paid up capital of Rf 150 million and
to meet the capital ratios as stated in the
regulation.
Single Borrower Limits - Limits: Single person
15% of capital base, corporate groups 40% of
capital base, Total Large exposures 500% of
capital base. Banks are subject to the limits and
provisions on single borrower and large
exposures provided in the regulation.
Loans to Related Persons - Limits: Single related
person 15% of capital base, Aggregate limit to
all related persons 50% of capital base. Banks
are required to adhere to the limits and other
provisions on loans to related persons of the
bank as set in the regulation.
Transactions with related persons - Banks are
required to conduct transactions with related
parties of the bank at “arms length” and to
follow the provisions stated under the
regulation.
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Asset Classification and Provisioning - Criteria
for asset classification and the provisioning was
revised and banks are to adhere to the new
classifications, provisioning against loans, and
other provisions as under the regulation.

Fit and Proper Requirements - Banks are
required to meet minimum requirements and
standards in ensuring that the banks’ board of
directors, executive officers and shareholders
are fit and proper as set in the regulation.

Inter Bank exposures - Banks are required to
meet the limitations and provisions as set under
the regulation.

Corporate Governance - Banks are required to
meet the requirements and standards as set in
the regulation to ensure good corporate
governance in the banks’ operations.

External Audits - Banks are required to meet the
provisions in employing external auditors as set
under the regulation.
Publication and Disclosure - Banks are required
to submit to MMA and publish branch only and
consolidated
audited
annual
financial
statements as per the standards set in the
regulation.
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Foreign Currency Exposure Limits - Banks are
require to maintain overall exposure limits of
the foreign currency as well as single currency
limits at 40% and 15% respectively, as a
percentage of total capital base. Banks are free
to set and manage their own intra-day exposure
limits at prudent levels.
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